Our proposal for the 1871 Los Angeles Chinese Massacre Memorial takes the form of a monolith of black stone, carved in bas relief by the acclaimed Los Angeles artist Candice Lin. Influenced by her research into Chinese symbols, cartography, and the history of 19th and 20th-century Chinese immigration, Lin will create an image of the spirit world, a speculative map that will guide the wandering spirits of those killed in the Massacre. Her imagery will draw upon Tarot paintings of the underworld, drawings from auspicious grave sites, and symbols of historical significance to the Chinese community of 19th century Los Angeles. The textured bas relief will invite visitors to look, touch, and make ink rubbings from these carved images. The stone will face the Chinese American Museum at Primary Site 1. Its curved form creates a sense of protection, shielding visitors from traffic, noise, and other elements on the largely exposed site. Surrounding the stone will be 18 small fragments in reflective brass, spilling out towards El Pueblo de Los Angeles plaza. Were you to piece each individual fragment together, the resulting shapes would mirror the contours of the main stone.

In this way, the brass shards represent the 18 lives lost and the fragmenting effect the massacre had on the Chinese community. On October 24th, the anniversary of the historic and tragic event, the sun’s rays are predicted to reflect light off of the polished bronze fragments, bouncing this light onto the center of the memorial stone and illuminating the bas-relief image guiding lost spirits to a place of rest. At other times of the year, these reflections will fall on nearby buildings and surroundings. On the back side of the memorial, facing the street, information about the historic 1871 massacre event will be detailed in incised text.